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Abstract
A brand name is an important feature for a brand, serving as an identifier for a
product and simultaneously attempting to shape consumers’ perception as a
distinctive trademark. The present study explores branding in light of Peirce’s
triadic model of signs in linguistics, using summary statistics and cross tabulation
to empirically show trends in the choice of brand name and descriptor for 224
star hotels in Bali. The data shows that five trademark distinctiveness strategies
are present in the core brand names of star hotels in Bali: generic, descriptive,
suggestive, arbitrary, and fanciful—with arbitrary names being the most popular.
Additionally, several trends are shown in regards to descriptors used in property
names. The use of ‘Bali’ as a descriptor is still popular, while the use of
descriptors ‘beach’ and ‘grand’ is declining. Using definite article ‘the’ as a
descriptor is increasingly popular, as well as using descriptors ‘private’, ‘luxury’,
and ‘collection’ to convey exclusivity and intimacy.
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Introduction
A brand is many things at once. In the marketing sense, it refers to the
name, term, symbol design, and any combination of the aforementioned elements
that identifies certain product and differentiates it from the others (Keller, 2003).
When done right, a brand also epitomizes consumers’ perception about the
product it represents (Hasan, 2008). A powerful brand can create a favorable
perception  in  the  consumers’  minds.  From  the  economics  perspective,  a  brand
should be distinctive by nature because its distinctiveness helps differentiate the
product it represents from the otherwise undifferentiated commodity market
(McKenzie & Lee, 2010). From a legal standpoint, a unique and distinctive brand
provide certain trademarks that protect the company from infringements and
intellectual property damages (Trademark Act of 1946, 2005).
Brands, branding, and brand name as one of the most prominent feature in
a brand, are widely studied in the realms of marketing and business strategies.
However,  brand, specifically brand name, can also be analyzed from a linguistic
perspective. There are certain inherent characteristics of the brand or brand name
itself  that  help  distinguish  one  from  the  other,  help  identify  the  products
represented, and help shape the perception of consumers. This study is interested
in examining several of these characteristics, using data from brand names of star
hotels in Bali.
Literature Review
Brand and Brand Name in the Realms of Sign Theory
From a linguistic perspective, an analogy can be drawn between the
importance of brand and Peirce’s sign theory. Brand (and thus brand name)
serving as both an identifier of a product and a representation of certain perception
on that product, is analogous to representamen in Peirce’s triadic model on signs.
According to Peirce (in Chandler, 1994) a sign is a unity consisting of
what is represented (object),  how the object  is  represented (representamen), and
how the object and its representation are sensed or perceived (interpretant).
Peirce coined the interaction between the representamen, the object and  the
interpretant as 'semiosis'. An analogy can be drawn here: a brand is analogous to
representamen, the product itself is the object, and the perception of the brand is
comparable to the interpretant. The interaction, i.e. branding, is parallel to
semiosis because branding is about how brand elements, including brand name,
interact with the product represented and the consumers’ perception. Figure 1
depicts the analogy of branding and semiosis.
Figure 1
Analogy of Branding with Peirce’s Model of Semiosis
Brand Name and Trademark Distinctiveness
The Juliet Principle (from Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet) is an assertion
of naming principle stating, "that which we call a rose, by any other name would
smell as sweet", suggesting that brand names are like a commodity and do not
influence consumer perception (Collins, 1977). In contrast, the Joyce Principle
suggests that brand names have linguistic characteristics that can distinguish
certain  products  from their  competition  and  may influence  the  perception  of  the
target  market  (Ang,  1997).  According  to  the  Joyce  Principle,  a  brand  name is  a
deliberate and conscious choice. It should be simple, distinctive, memorable,
meaningful, associative, and stimulating (Robertson, 1989).
Distinctiveness is a central characteristic of a brand name; it helps position
the brand (Robertson, 1989). Certain linguistic characteristics that distinguishes
one  brand  name  to  others,  from  both  macro  and  micro  levels  of  language.  The
choice of language used is one important feature in brand name. For example,
‘Shower to Shower’ is a consumer product that originated in the United States.
The brand name is translated into the native language in several markets (e.g.,
‘Banho a Banho’ in Brazilian Portuguese, while keeping its original English name
in other markets (e.g., in Indonesia, the verbatim translation ‘Mandi ke Mandi’ is
not used). The level of differentiation extends all the way down to the phonology
of brand name. For instance, Robertson (1989) suggested that brand names that
start with plosives such as b, c, d, g, k, p, and t, which when pronounced produce
an explosive sound, could produce significantly better recall and recognition in
the minds of consumers. Therefore, distinctiveness is desirable.
Brand name distinctiveness is not only a desirable linguistic and marketing
characteristic, it is also a legal necessity. The more distinct a brand name, the
more readily it is protected by national and international conventions of
trademark. In fact, according to the U.S. Trademark Act of 1946 (2005), a brand
name is registrable if it performs certain essential functions of a trademark and if
it has distinctive character. U.S. courts recognize five classifications in the
spectrum of trademark distinctiveness, from the least to the most distinct (i.e.,
from the least to the most protected by law). In the present study, the spectrum
also applies to brand names.
Methodology
Using star hotels in Bali as the research object, the present study seeks to
analyze the nomenclature of hotel brands in Bali, to determine whether the brand
names  follow  the  classification  set  forth  by  the  trademark  distinctiveness
precedent, and to indicate whether certain trends exist in the quest for
distinctiveness.
Although Badung regency has 31.583 star hotels with about 95.000 hotels
room  (BPPD  Badung,  2015),  this  research  used  data  hotel  in  Bali.   The  study
takes form of an empirical study on the names of 224 star hotels, attained from the
latest directory of star hotels in Bali (Disparda Bali, 2014). This data was cross-
referenced with each hotel’s website to verify the correct name and year built of
each property. Further, the star hotels were categorize the hotels into four clusters
based on year built.  Each hotel name in the dataset is separated into three parts:
core brand name, locator, and descriptor. The primary focus of the present study is
the core brand name, with the other two parts analyzed to a lesser extent. Using
descriptive statistical tool (Excel) the data is organized, categorized, and analyzed
using summary statistics and cross tabulation.
Results and Discussion
It is important to note the general nomenclature of hotel names. A
property’s full name (e.g., ‘Kayumanis Jimbaran Private Estate & Spa’) is
comprised of core brand name (‘Kayumanis’), along with a locator (‘Jimbaran’),
and a descriptor of property type (‘Private Estate & Spa’). Some properties only
feature a locator in addition to its core brand name, without specifying the type of
property (e.g., ‘The Haven Bali Seminyak’), while other properties only feature
the descriptor with its core brand name, not specifying its location (e.g., ‘Bali
Relaxing Resort  & Spa’).  Of the 224 star hotels in Bali,  47% use locators in the
name, while 75% use descriptors. A select few stay away from both locator and
descriptor by featuring only the core brand name (e.g., ‘Amankila’).
Table 1.
Cross tabulation of hotels in Bali based on star rating and year built
               Star
Built
1-star 2-star 3-star 4-star 5-star Total
Before 1990 4 10 8 14 10 46
1990-1999 3 5 17 15 27 67
2000-2009 0 2 21 18 14 55
2010 to 2014 0 5 15 24 12 56
Total 7 22 61 71 63 224
In order to establish certain trends, the properties were divided into four
clusters based on the decade built. As shown in Table 1, the highest number of
star hotels were built in 1990s, but it can potentially be overtaken by new
properties built in 2010s since the current data only states properties built between
2010 and 2014. Still, the 1990s was marked by most numbers of 5-star properties
built in Bali, riding from the first wave of tourism development that happened in
the preceding decades. Meanwhile, the 2000s saw a spike in the building of 3 and
4-star hotels, a trend which continues to the 2010s.
Hotel Brand Name Distinctiveness
There are five recognized trademark distinctiveness that applies to brand
names (Trademark Act of 1946, 2005). First, generic name refers to common
name for the product itself. For example, giving a product made of sodium
chloride (NaCl) the brand name ‘Salt’. Descriptive name is a term whose
meaning is used in connection to products directly related to that meaning. For
example, giving a product of saltine crackers the name “Salty”, in which case the
name merely describes the taste of the product. Suggestive name goes as further
as suggesting a quality or characteristic of a product, a step higher than descriptive
name because a suggestive name actually involves consumers’ imagination or
perception to identify the characteristic. For example, ‘Microsoft’ is suggestive of
software for microcomputers. At an even higher level, arbitrary name uses
common words in connection with products unrelated to the dictionary meaning
of the name. ‘Apple’ is a well-known example of arbitrary name when referring to
the  computer  and  technology  companies.  Ultimately,  a fanciful name  is
considered inherently distinctive, because it usually involved coined or created
name that had no dictionary meaning before adopted as a product name. It can be
considered neologism. ‘Kodak’ is a famous example.
From the dataset of 224 star hotels registered in the provincial tourism
bureau, all five categories of trademark distinctiveness exist in varying numbers.
Only 3 properties use generic names as the core brand names (1%): ‘The Villas’,
‘Bali Island’, ‘Town Houses’. There are 22 properties (10%) with descriptive
names, typically describing where the property is located or a literal feature of the
property that does not require imaginary perception in the minds of consumers.
Examples include ‘The Laguna’, ‘Bali Garden’, ‘Legian Beach’.
Suggestive names are quite similar to descriptive ones, but the two differs
in the imagination required of consumers to draw associations through metaphors
and analogies to certain characteristics of the object in question (Friedman, 2013).
As  many  as  45  property  names  in  Bali  (20%)  employs  suggestive  strategy,  of
which the examples include ‘The Breezes’, ‘Coconuts’, ‘The Royal Beach’—all
of which draw from beach metaphor but not as clear cut as in descriptive names.
Meanwhile, the most frequently used naming strategy for star hotels in
Bali is arbitrary names (94 properties or 42%). Arbitrary means using words
taken  out  of  context  as  brand  names  (Friedman,  2013).  Examples  include
‘Zodiak’, ‘Love Fashion’, ‘Emerald’—none of which is directly related to
hospitality or tourism concept but has now taken a new arbitrary meaning given
by the brand creator. Lastly, fanciful or coined names are created out of thin air to
artificially create distinctiveness and memorability. Quite a large proportion of
Bali’s star hotels use this naming strategy (27% or 60 properties). Examples from
the dataset include ‘Alila’, ‘Amadea’, ‘Lor-In’.
When the dataset is divided into clusters based on the decades in which
each property was built, then cross tabulated with the five trademark
differentiation categories, certain trends emerge, as illustrated by Figure 2. First,
the use of generic name has remained at a minimum. Perhaps generic name is
generally avoided due to the lack of distinctive nature in this category in the first
place. Second, descriptive name is on the decline, from 20% of properties built
prior to 1990s, to 6% in 1990s, picking up to 11% in 2000, before plummeting
down to 5% in 2010s. Perhaps, descriptive naming strategy is not distinctive
enough to be used by newly built properties.
Suggestive name is also showing a downward trend. This strategy peaked
in 1990s with 34% of all properties built in that decade employing it, up from
15% prior to 1990s. This was perhaps due to the trending shift from descriptive to
suggestive names at the time, the latter having certain advantages in shaping a
certain mental image or emotional connection which according to Robertson
(1989) are desirable brand name characteristics. This trend did not persist,
however. The use of suggestive names have been declining to 18% and then 9% in
the 2000s and 2010s respectively, largely being replaced by arbitrary and fanciful
names.
The fourth trend is the steadily dominating use of arbitrary names for hotel
brands in Bali. In Both native names (e.g., ‘Candi’, ‘Pelangi’) and foreign names
(‘The Elysian’, ‘Lavender’), arbitrary names are used because these names
already have lexical roots in their respective language—they just have to be
reintroduced in the context of the products they now represent since they have
been adopted into brand names. Having existing meaning with newly established
connection is the advantage of arbitrary names. The use of arbitrary names for star
hotels in Bali started at 43% prior to 1990s, declined to 33% in 1990s, before
bouncing back to 45% in 2000s then 48% in 2010s.
Lastly, the use of fanciful names have increased in recent years. Prior to
2010’s, fanciful names have been used by roughly 22 to 25% of hotel brands, but
entering 2010s the use of fanciful names jumped to 38%. Whether using native
phonology (e.g., ‘Ayana’, ‘Anantara’) or foreign ones (e.g., Ize, ‘Whiz’), fanciful
names create new meaning. Further study is needed to explore whether property
developers have simply “ran out of names” and whether this trend will persist in
the immediate future.
Figure 2.
Trademark differentiation based on year built
Trends in Quality Descriptors
Several developments also exist in the descriptors used to complement the
core brand name. Proportionally 76% of the 224 star hotels in this study use some
kind of descriptor, typically suggesting quality and/or the type of property. There
is no consensus in certain rules of using hotel descriptors. Properties freely use
descriptors to help convey certain image or quality association (e.g., ‘resort’ to
signify grandness and opulence).
Striving to balance distinctiveness, simplicity, memorability,
meaningfulness, mental association (as suggested by Robertson, 1989), hotel
developers and marketers use descriptors to complement property brand names.
Aside from increasing distinctiveness, descriptors can also create certain
associations about the property—thus influencing perception. Several trends
emerged in the use of descriptors in hotel brand names in terms of quality
descriptors. Figure 3 illustrate these trends.
First, the descriptor ‘Bali’ has remained a strong seller. The addition of the
word ‘Bali’ by 92 of 224 properties surveyed in this study aims to immediately
create mental image and association with the island of Bali as one of the premier
tourism destinations,  not only in Asia but also in the world.  The trend is here to
stay: from 41% of properties built before 1990s, to 48% in 1990, down slightly to
36% in 2000s and 38% in 2010s.
Another popular descriptor is ‘beach’, used by 15% of all properties
surveyed. Bali is widely popular for and associated its beaches. Regardless of
their current state, Bali’s beaches are world famous. The trend of using descriptor
‘beach’, however, is declining. Perhaps due to the development of tourism inland,
as beachfront properties become more premium, and the level of sophistication
Bali has earned as a destination—not only limited to its beautiful beaches. Still, it
is  worth  noting  that  this  descriptor  was  used  by  35% of  properties  built  prior  to
1990s,  which declined sharply to 12% in 1990s,  then to 9% in 2000s and 2010s
respectively.
An upward trend is experienced by the use of definite article ‘the’ as a
descriptor, which gives a property name a desirable particularizing effect, as
something unique and well-known (e.g., ‘The Westin Resort’). The use of this
descriptor was introduced to Bali’s hotel industry by ‘The Oberoi Bali’ in 1978
and has only increased in prominence ever since. Using ‘the’ as a descriptor
increased from 9% prior to 1990s, to 12% in 2000s, to a whopping 24% in 2000s,
before  falling  slightly  to  16%  in  2010s.  In  fact,  the  article  ‘the’  is  not  only
combined with other English words (e.g., ‘The Watergarden’), but also for names
with native and ethnic words (e.g., ‘The Bale’, ‘The Dusun’).
Other trends include the declining use of the descriptor ‘grand’ to denote
grandeur. This descriptor was used by seven properties (10%) built in 1990s, more
than any other decades combined. What is increasing is the use of the descriptor
‘private’, giving the opposite effect when compared to ‘grand’. The descriptor
‘private’, typically precedes ‘villa’ or ‘estate’ to suggest exclusivity, started to
emerge in the 1990s (3%) then gaining traction in 2000s (5%). Lastly, descriptors
signifying luxury and prestige are also on the rise, particularly ‘luxury’ and
‘collection’.
Figure 3.
Quality descriptors based on year built
Several trends also emerged in the use of property type descriptors, as
illustrated by Figure 4. First, ‘hotel’ and ‘resort’ are the most frequently used
descriptors, featured by 73 and 70 of the 224 properties in the study respectively.
There are, however, some notable differences between the two. The descriptor
‘hotel’, which traditionally and generically refers to a large house to accommodate
travelers  (Vallen  &  Vallen,  2008),   is  used  by  35%  of  properties  built  prior  to
1990s, slipping down to 28% in 1990s and further to 24% in 2000s, before
significantly increasing to 45% of properties built in 2010s. This is perhaps due to
the increasing number of budget and city hotels being built in Bali in the recent
years to accommodate the increasing demands of mass tourism. Many of these
properties use the generic term ‘hotel’ as descriptors.
Meanwhile, as many as 27 properties or 40% of all properties built in
1990s use the descriptor ‘resort’, i.e., self-containing recreational establishment
with certain expected facilities and amenities usually for vacation, holiday,
relaxation, and socializing (Vallen & Vallen, 2008), up from 37% prior to 1990s,
then down to 33% in 2000s. Along with the decrease five-star properties, the use
of ‘resort’ falls sharply to 14% in 2010s. Similarly, the descriptor ‘spa’
(traditionally a location for medicinal baths and health treatments, but has since
refers to a place for health and wellness therapy typically using water as a
medium) also has its ups and downs, ranging from 20% prior to 1990s, up to 25%
in 1990s, peaking at 29% in 2000s, before tumbling to 13% in 2010s. Perhaps one
factor is the decline in the use of ‘resort’, since the descriptors ‘resort’ and ‘spa’
tend to complement each other. In fact, there are 27 instances in which a property
use both descriptors simultaneously (e.g., ‘Matahari Beach Resort & Spa’).
Additionally, the use of the descriptor ‘villa’ (traditionally referring to a
luxurious country house connected to outdoor or alcove spaces) peaked in the
2000s at 33% of all properties built in that decade, as developers moved away
from large, costly property projects to the more confined, more refined, and more
secluded villas. Smaller trends worth mentioning are the decline in the use of old
English descriptors such as ‘cottage’ and ‘bungalow’, replaced with more modern
descriptors ‘boutique’, ‘private,’ ‘estate’, and ‘suite’—all of which denote the
sense of specialty property depicting intimacy.
Figure 4.
Property type used as descriptor based on year built
Conclusion
Drawing the analogy from Peirce’s triadic model of signs, a brand name is
recognized an important feature of a brand, which represents a product and seeks
to persuade customers into adopting certain favorable perception about both the
product and the brand itself. This is parallel to Peirce’s notion of semiosis, in
which a brand is the representamen, while  the  product  is  the object, and
consumers’ perception is the interprentant. For  companies  competing  in  a
monopolistically competitive setting such as the hotel industry in Bali, having a
distinctive brand name is essential as it is strategic.
The  current  study  empirically  shows  several  trends  in  the  use  of  five
categories of trademark distinctiveness. Ranging from least to most frequently
used, these categories are generic, descriptive, suggestive, fanciful, and arbitrary
names.  The  study  also  indicates  several  trends  on  the  descriptors  used  to
complement core brand names. The use of quality descriptors and type of property
descriptors  is  an  important  feature  in  a  property’s  naming  strategy,  as  these
descriptors can help improve property’s distinctiveness and association already set
forth by the use of various trademark strategies.
This study is  limited,  however,  in the inferential  analysis as to why these
trends emerge. It merely explores empirically what types of brand names are
adopted by star hotels in Bali, as opposed to why certain names are chosen among
alternatives.  This  require  further  study.  Another  implication  is  the  study  of  how
consumers react to the different brand naming strategies, and to research whether
certain lexical and phonetic naming strategies are more favorable than the others.
For example, are names that use alliteration, assonance, or consonance strategies
perceived more favorably by consumers? Also, do brand names that start with
plosive sounds have better recall and recognition? Lastly, are brand names with
dynamic-sounding front vowels more favorable in the hotel industry with names
with strong back vowels? Further study on how consumers respond to the various
brand name nomenclatures and descriptors used is also necessary.
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